In this case all sounds below F in the bass cliff were inaudible.
In the healthy state of the ear, the power of discerning low sounds is great, and of uncertain limits ; but, if we attend to the opposite extremity of the scale of audible sounds, and, with a series of small pipes succeeding each other in sharpness, observe their effects successively upon the ears of different persons, we shall find considerable difference in their powers of hearing them, and see reason to infer that the sense of hearing in man is more limited than has been supposed. The author's attention was particularly called to this circumstance, by observing a person insensible to the sound of a small organ-pipe, which, with respect to acuteness, was far within the limits of his own hearing.
By subsequent examination, it was found that this person's hearing terminated at a note four octaves above the middle E of the pianoforte. Other instances were then referred to of the insensibility of certain persons to various acute sounds; such as the chirping of the grashoppcr, cricket, and sparrow, and especially the squeak of the bat, the existence of which is unknown to many individuals, from its being inaudible to them. The pitch of this sound was stated to be about five octaves above the middle E before mentioned. The author fixed the limits of his own hearing at six octaves above the same note; and stated, that, from numerous trials, he was induced to think that the interval of a single note between two sounds was sufficient to render the higher note inaudible.
The range of human hearing includes upwards of nine octaves, the whole of which are distinctly audible to most cars, although the vibrations of the acuter sounds are 600 or 700 times more The quantity of rain fallen in July, is 2 inches and 51-lOOths. %* Some of our Subscribers have, it appears, suffered a little inconvenience from the delay in the publication of the Index to the last Volume: we shall have measures taken in future to obviate this, by having it prepared so early that it may be attached to the last Number of each respective Volume,
